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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As a follow-up to the 2007-08 CAC School Safety and Security Report, this committee took the 
following actions for this report: a review of the 2007-08 committee recommendations made, and 
how those recommendations were being implemented; discussions and interviews with various 
school officials, the Director of Operations and Transportation Director, and the management and 
command staff for the local police agencies; and a survey of Survey the principals and administrative 
staffs of the 26 schools within the District to determine what security issues remain, and what 
priorities should be identified for FY 2009 – FY 2010. 

The committee has reviewed the results of the actions above and came to the following four broad 
areas of recommendations: 

1. Training 

2. Policy 

3. Transportation 

4. Physical Plant 

Many of the recommendations made are of little or no additional cost to the District. Others will 
require advanced planning and work by administrators, teachers and principals to achieve the stated 
outcomes or goals. 

The Committee applauds the work of the Director of Operations and Transportation Director in 
their aggressive implementation of several of the previous committee’s recommendations, but much 
work remains. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The School Security and Safety Subcommittee reviewed the 2007-08 CAC School Security Report 
and determined that further work was warranted.  As a result, the committee: 
 

• Surveyed the principals and administrative staffs of the 26 schools within the District to 
determine what security issues remain; and what priorities should be identified for FY 
2009 – FY 2010. 

• Reviewed the policies and procedures involved with coordinated response by law 
enforcement agencies to school emergencies, including the implementation of school 
emergency response plans, the development of emergency policies and procedures, and 
the training of school resource officers, other officers and shift commanders (focusing on 
the day shift) in the emergency procedures for the District. This training would include the 
Normal Police Department, Bloomington Police Department, McLean County Sheriff’ 
office and Illinois State Police. 

• Reviewed the training requirements for bus drivers and bus monitors as it pertains to 
incidents on the bus and school safety protocols and evaluated controlled access to school 
buses.  

• Reviewed the school access policies, including school visitors; and in the event that the 
school has outside groups utilize the facility during non-school hours, access policies, 
waiver of liability, and other policies for those groups. 

 
Additionally, the Committee met with and discussed the above issues with various school officials, 
law enforcement personnel, and conducted research on some of the best security and safety 
practices available in similarly-sized districts within the State and region.  

 

SURVEY RESULTS 

The security survey for principals was conducted from January 19 – February 3. The Survey 
Instrument is listed in Appendix A, the Survey Results are outlined in Appendix B and the 
respondents comments are in Appendix C. In general, the survey results are as follows: 
 

STRENGTHS 

Several issues of strength were noted as a result of this survey.  

• Administrators appear to take very seriously the need for constant improvement in policies and 

practices regarding student and staff safety and security. All administrators rated the importance of 

safety and security issues as important, highly critical or extremely critical.  

• Administrators reported their satisfaction with and efficacy of the School Reach program. Most 

administrators reported using the system at least once, and many made use of the system 

on several occasions. This strongly supports the Unit 5 School Board’s decision to 

purchase this system.  
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• Administrators gave the behavior/discipline programs in place for all students generally high 

marks, again supporting recent district changes such as the implementation of the PBIS 

and related programs.   

• Most administrators had at least glanced at a copy of the 2008 CAC Safety and security 

report, suggesting that information was being shared between district administration and individual 

building administrators. However, given that several principals had not seen the report 

suggests that this communication could still be improved. 

• A final strength remains the contact with law enforcement.  Regular contact or the inclusion of a 

safety officer was noted by 78% of respondents, with an additional 13% reporting at least 

an adequate number of visits. 

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

Several areas needing additional attention were also noted as a result of this survey.  

• The bus transportation system and training programs.  Bus transportation issues were considered 

extremely, very important to all administrators. In contrast, the effectiveness of bus drivers 

and monitors in implementing behavior/discipline programs and maintaining student 

safety were given fair to low ratings. At the same time, administrators rated the training of 

these drivers and monitors relatively low, as well, indicating the probable source of the low bus 

driver/monitor ratings. Thus, one strong recommendation is increased bus driver/monitor 

training, particularly regarding the implementation of the behavior/discipline program and 

maintaining student safety.  In addition, the parents and students need to be more 

informed of the expectations of riding the bus and the consequences of not following the 

expectations.    

• Training of travelling and substitute staff. While staff training for regular building staff emerged 

as strength, the data suggests that itinerant/travelling teachers and substitutes are not 

afforded the same training and access to safety and security plans. This should be an action 

item for immediate remediation, as it is critical that all building staff be knowledgeable 

regarding building safety and security. 

• Regular contact with fire/safety officials was not as strong as the contact with law enforcement. 

While not a major area of concern, only 43% of administrators reported having an 

assigned or regular fire/safety official for their school. However, 39% reported adequate 

occasional visits. This may be one area for further review.  

• A final area of concern remains issues surrounding the physical plant. These are the most 

difficult, and most costly to address. Building administrators generally reported appropriate 

lighting, but 22% of administrators reported that their building had inappropriate or poor 

lighting. Similarly, those with access to surveillance cameras reported a strong satisfaction; 

those without camera access strongly requested some or more cameras. Traffic issues 

during drop off and pick up, and parking lot congestion also are problematic. Finally, visitor 

access remains a concern. Again, while most administrators reported strong efforts to lock 

doors and monitor visitors, requests were made for buzz-in systems and additional 
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personnel to help monitor the cameras, door security systems and hallways. These needs 

should be addressed by the school board during the planning of new construction and 

renovation. 

Included in Appendix C are the open ended comments from administrators. As can be seen 

from these comments, two major areas of concern emerged. First, there remains concern 

regarding visitor entry.  With administrators requesting a security/buzz in system for doors, 

additional cameras, door monitors and requiring of employee ID badges. The second area of 

concern targeted traffic monitoring and parking lot monitoring, particularly during pick up/drop 

off. 

 

Three most important modifications/policy and procedure changes also emerged. Again, the 

theme of visitor entry monitoring emerged. Administrators requested buzz-in systems for doors 

and more cameras and door monitors. Administrators also requested additional training, drills 

and monitoring to ensure that staff and students were informed of and implemented the visitor 

entry policies. The second major concern was regarding transportation issues, with bus driver 

and monitor training, and parking lot reconfiguration/monitoring as the most requested items.  

The final major modification/concern was regarding communication with parents and better 

website updates at both the school and district level. 

 

BEST PRACTICES 
Administrators reported the use of cameras as a best practice for those schools that had 

cameras. This supports the request for more cameras and better camera coverage. Second, staff 

reported safety planning and training as a great strength, and several noted the crisis lockdown 

drill with law enforcement as being an outstanding practice. General practices of locked doors, 

use of multiple staff to ensure safety practices, visitor sign in policy and the wearing of ID 

badges were identified as strengths. Finally, several administrators noted the following as 

important actions to improve school safety and security:   working closely with the Normal 

Police Department, barricades in the parking lot for traffic control, the SAM position, and the 

use of youth specialists from Project OZ.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

TRAINING  

1. The Committee recommends that all substitutes and or temporary teaching positions / 
classroom aides be included in the training exercises and policy review conducted under 
recommendation 1. Within the survey conducted by the committee, only 39% of the 
administrators had a plan in place to train substitutes and traveling teachers.  

2. Emergency plans for evacuation and other emergency procedures should be in a pre-
designated place in every classroom, regardless of building. The standardized placement of 
information allows any trained staff member to access the information regardless of the room 
or building they are assigned to. In addition, certain elements of all plans: 

� Evacuation for Fire 
� Tornado Evacuation 
� Emergency Response (school intruder or similar situations) 

shall be color-coded within each plan (e.g. All fire evacuation plans are printed on red paper, 
the tornado evacuation policy on yellow, etc…). A standardized color coding allows the central 
elements of each plan to stand out, and allows the instructor to save precious seconds in 
finding the appropriate page within a plan during an emergency. 

3. Establish a training program between the Unit 5 schools and the local law enforcement 
community (Normal, Bloomington, McLean County Sheriff, Illinois State Police and Illinois 
State University Police) focused on school safety and emergency response. The training 
program would consist of three elements: 

a. A Coordinated Emergency Response Plan between the law enforcement agencies 
that designate the command structure, coordination of communication protocols, 
and outlines the various responsibilities of each agency.  The Bloomington Police 
Department will be severely limited in their coordinated response unless and until 
the agency adopts the StarCom 21 digital radio system as is utilized by all other 
agencies within the area. Only live training and communication between the 
departments and the school district will identify the limitations within the 
communication system and where problems may arise during an emergency. 

b. A table top exercise to be conducted annually outlining different scenarios for a 
training exercise. The table top exercise would be conducted on a school institute 
day (or similar day) where the appropriate staff for both Unit 5 and the Law 
Enforcement Agency (LEA) would be available. The table top exercise would 
include the response of law enforcement, the actions of the staff on-site at the 
incident, the response of the Unit 5 administrative staff, response of EMT, fire or 
other emergency personnel,  resources and information available to parents and 
students, and the media or press information available.  

 
Funding for such an exercise would be provided by Unit 5. 

 

c. A training exercise to be conducted bi-annually which would test the policies and 
procedures in place by the school, District and LEA.  The training exercise would 
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include the participation of students and parents (or other volunteers) that would 
be reacting to the scenario. Exercises may include the evacuation of a school to a 
secondary position as would be done during a fire; a shooting scenario; the damage 
or destruction of a building in a tornado; or similar situations designed to test the 
policies and procedures of various actors and the coordination of the agencies.  

Funding for such an exercise would be provided by Unit 5.  

It is estimated that the cost of a full training exercise would be $1000 - $1500 per 
building.  

d. In addition, annually, each school should conduct emergency evacuation drills 
and their own emergency response drills during selected school in-service days in 
order to familiarize themselves with the policies and procedures. There are 
several good examples of no or low cost training methods available from other 
districts and agencies dependant upon the scenario.  Similarly, all schools should 
conduct a full-school evacuation to their secondary evacuation point to 
determine what problems may arise during an emergency. 

 

4. Encourage both Normal PD and Bloomington PD to have the respective school resource 
officers (SRO) cross-train each other and the patrol officers during the day shift on their 
responsibilities within each school, the layout of each school, and the emergency response plan 
elements for each school. The training of patrol officers should extend to the patrol 
commanders and shift commanders for each agency. 

 

POLICY  

1. Information developed by a school under the “New to a School” recommendations should 
include: an outline of building security policy and procedures; the expectations of the school 
and principal in terms of security; the expectations of the staff, parents, students, bus driver, 
and bus monitor while transporting students; emergency procedures for parents (where to pick 
up children, how information will be communicated; the use of the school reach program and 
others).  In addition, this information should be made available to the families and reviewed at 
the beginning of the school year during a PTO/PTC meeting or other type of venue.  It 
should be readily available on the school and Unit 5 websites where the information is 
consistent for the district.   

2. During FY 2009- FY 2010 school year Unit 5 shall conduct a survey of parents regarding the 
effectiveness and use of the School Reach communication system. Second, the committee 
encourages schools to program the system to provide information to distinct populations that 
may be impacted during the year. Third, Unit 5 shall enhance the capability of the system to 
prioritize the phone numbers (and number of phone numbers) contacted during certain 
events.  Bus Driver and Bus Monitor Effectiveness; Communications with the Transportation 
Department; Building Security; Student Safety; and effectiveness of staff response to issues 
surrounding these topics should also be included in the survey.  Prior to the survey, the 
parents should be well informed of School Reach and building security and busing policies and 
procedures.  Communication, understanding, and support of these policies are critical for their 
success and implementation.    
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3. Unit 5 should include information regarding school security enhancements within their 
newsletters to parents throughout the school year and include this information on the Unit 5 
website.  

4. Unit 5 shall establish a written policy and procedures regarding school access by non-assigned 
staff (unit personnel not directly assigned to the specific school - including maintenance 
personnel, substitute teachers, substitute staff, etc.), visitors, and school volunteers for all 
schools at the three different school levels (elementary, middle school, and high school), and 
shall audit schools to determine consistent and uniform application of the policy. This audit 
should be conducted as part of a broader audit of all security policies conducted by the 
principal, district staff and SRO.  The “Emergency Preparedness Planning Checklist” and 
“Checklist for Common Elements of School Security Plans” should be leveraged during the 
audit.  

a.      The district wide policy should require all non-student personnel in the school 
building to wear a brightly colored visible identification badge, that requires return 
to the school office to ensure compliance with sign-out. As an example, a bright 
neon-green plastic ID card on a matching color lanyard, with "VISITOR" written 
on the ID that would be required to be worn during the duration of the visit, and 
then returned at the end of the visit to ensure the visitor is signed-out of the 
building. This policy could include the use of temporary badges for special 
circumstances where a large number of visitors is anticipated (e.g. Grandparents 
Day in an elementary school). 

b.  All Unit 5 Student/Parent Handbooks should be updated at the three different 
school levels to articulate this policy. 

As a note, the Current Unit 5 Elementary Handbook language on building access is as follows:  

Building Security 

For the safety of our students, Unit 5 has adopted a closed-building concept. Beginning with the 1995 
school year, all exterior doors are locked with the exception of the front doors outside the office. 

All visitors to the building are expected to check into the office to report their purpose for being in the 
school. Visitors will be given an appropriate ID to wear during their stay. We encourage everyone to 
cooperate in providing a safe learning environment for the children. 

TRANSPORTATION 

A strong partnership between the school’s staff, bus drivers, bus monitors, parents, and students is 

required to provide safe and effective transportation for the students.  Education, communication,   

and mutual respect are critical.  

 
1. Currently, the bus drivers within the District receive training on numerous topics during the 
summer, institute days, and initial training.  Bus monitors also receive training.  Only 27% of 
school administrators surveyed reported that bus monitors are effective in implementing 
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behavior or disciplinary plans. The Committee recommends that the bus monitors receive 
training on the following topics as well.  The classes noted below are currently part of the bus 
driver training program.  Classes specific to operating the bus are not included.   

 
Establishing a Positive Environment of the Bus   
Accident Procedures 
Passenger Safety 
Pre-Trip Inspection 
Safety Awareness 
Making Seconds Count 
Evacuating a School Bus 
Loading and Unloading Students 
Dealing with Young Riders 
Dealing with Severe Disruptions 
Red Cross CPR/First Aid Class (added in 2008) 
Baby Fold Love and Logic Class (added in 2008) 
Sexual Harassment Training Class (will be added in 2009) 
Conflict Resolution Training Class (will be added in 2009) 
 
Classes should be included to address the following topics:   
Transporting Children with Emotional and Behavioral Issues and Special Needs 
School Transportation Security Awareness  
Gang and School Violence Training  
 
Training should occur in conjunction with existing school improvement days.  
 
The Committee believes that the dual training of both driver and monitor in the above 
topics provides a similar foundation for response to situations that may arise within the 
bus and with the student population. The extension of behavioral plans into the school 
bus environment would allow uniformity in training of personnel and reinforcement of 
the behavioral policies.  Many of the classes are video based.  It is recommended that 
scenarios and drills be included within the training to reinforce concepts.    

 
2. Unit 5 shall install the Gatekeeper camera system in each bus in operation for the District.  
Grants may be available from Homeland Security.   

 
3. Review resources on the web, such as “Be Cool-Follow the Rules” bus safety program that can 
be shown to students and parents K-5; Top 25 Security Program Action Items for School Bus 
Operations; Pupil Transportation System Security: Different Times-Added Responsibilities 
discussing security policies, audits, and responsibilities; and articles from U.S. Homeland 
Security-Transportation Security Administration.  Additional resources are referenced at the 
end of this report.   

 
4. Recognize bus drivers during the year and during National Bus Safety Week.  
 
5. Although RFID systems are available for tracking students on buses, funding should be 
invested in a busing education program and the Guardian Camera Systems.  Typically, bus 
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drivers will know the students who should be on the bus.  However, a list of student riders 
should be available for the driver and a substitute driver.   

6. Develop a transportation education program that will be presented to the students and parents 
at the beginning of the school year by the school’s principal, a member of the Transportation 
Department (if possible), and bus drivers.  The program should include Unit 5’s busing 
philosophy, expectations of all participants stressing the importance of cooperation, 
consequences for a student not following the expectations, and the appropriate escalation path 
for busing concerns.  The “Bus Safety Report to Parents” should be reviewed and modified, as 
part of this process.  This report should be used consistently and diligently to address bus 
safety infractions.  All of this information should be readily available on the school and Unit 5 
websites.  The District 87 Transportation web page discusses Safety Tips for Parents, Rules for 
Riding the Bus, Bus Discipline, School Closings, and FAQs.   

 
7. Review the Bus Safety from Minnetonka Public Schools.  This article discusses bus safety 
training; certification for students; and the role of the principals, drivers, parents, students in 
making busing a safe process.   This approach could be used in combination with the 
transportation education program.   

  

PHYSICAL PLANT  

All schools shall review the signs within the building, particularly the middle schools and high 
schools, and shall develop clear and direct signage that assists persons entering the building in 
determining the location of the school office and other relevant information. Signage should include 
visual cues (maps and arrows) to allow a non-English speaker to locate the office.   

FINAL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

After careful review and analysis of the topics and survey results, as well as numerous discussions 

with school administrators, personnel, and community officials, the committee concludes the 

following: 

• Although the district has made progress with school building security, additional resources 
and equipment are needed to ensure all buildings are consistent with access restrictions, 

surveillance capabilities, and additional lighting. 

• The district should continue to evaluate and make changes to parking lot traffic control, 
especially during pick up/drop off times and at special events. 

• The district should expand bus driver training, particularly in the area of behavior/discipline 
programs, and seek to include bus monitors in more training programs.  A transportation 

education program should be developed and administered to parents and students during the 

first week of class.   The information from the program should be available on the Unit 5 

website.      

• The district should continue to work with law enforcement and fire/safety officials to review 
emergency procedures and conduct regular training drills. 
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• The district should evaluate and improve training for traveling and substitute teachers, 
especially regarding access to school safety and security plans.  The plans should be 

consistent between schools, where possible, to reduce the learning curve as traveling and 

substitute teachers move between schools.   

In addition, the committee believes that school security and safety should be an ongoing process, 

and this topic should continue to be evaluated by future CAC members. 
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APPENDIX A 

Administrator Survey and Program Evaluation 

Report to the CAC and Unit 5 School Board 

March 2009 

 The Safety and Security committee of the Citizen’s Advisory council conducted a brief survey (see 

Appendix B for actual survey items) of the twenty six principals, assistant principals and 

administrative assistants employed within Unit 5.  Twenty three of the twenty six responded.  

Respondents included 17% from schools with both early childhood education and elementary 

grades, 35% with elementary grades only, 13% from junior high, and 35% from the high school. The 

majority of respondents were from schools within the city limits of Normal (73%).  Fourteen 

percent of respondents were from schools within the city limits of Bloomington, while the 

remaining 14% were from schools lying with country but not city limits. Demographics of 

respondents are shown in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, the majority of respondents were 

long term employees with at least 2 years of experience as a principal/associate principal and at least 

2 years employment in their present school. 

 

Table 1. Demographics of respondents. 

 

Current position 

Principal   74 

Associate/Assistant principal 22 

Other    04 

 

Years of Service: 

   Present school      Present position       Administrator in Unit 5 In Unit 

5 

1 year or less   9  17   04  04 

2 to 5 years   57  57   26  04 

5 to 10 years   26  26   39  13 

10 to 15 years   9    0   26  35 

 More than 15 years  0    0   04  43 

 

Administrator opinions were surveyed across several areas of interest.  These areas included School 

Reach; transportation issues; Bus Driver and Bus Monitor training and effectiveness; 

Behavior/Discipline plan; Communication with Transportation, Police, Fire and Safety officials; 

staff training; physical plant including lighting, doors and cameras; and finally open ended questions 

asking what important modifications the administrators would like as well as their assessment of 

what they and the district did well. Results are profiled below. 
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School Reach 

   

First, administrators’ rate of use and ratings of ease of use and effectiveness of the School reach 

program was evaluated. All administrators who had used School Reach rated it as highly effective or 

effective (100%) at improving school-parent communication; further, all administrators reported 

that school reach was very easy (43%) or fairly easy (49%) to use. Most administrators (70%) had 

used School Reach 1 to 5 times in addition to district-wide use, 9% had used it more than 10 times, 

while only 20% had not yet used School Reach.  Specific results are shown in figures below. 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 1 through 2. Ratings regarding ease of use and effectiveness of School Reach as well as the number of times School Reach was 

used outside of District wide use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Number of times School Reach was used outside of District wide use 
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Transportation, Bus Driver Training and Communication with Transportation Department. 

 

Issues surrounding transportation of children by bus, walking or private transport was surveyed. 

Administrators were asked the importance of transportation issues for each of these three areas.  All 

the administrators rated bus issues as important, highly critical or extremely critical. In contrast, only 

63% of administrators rated issues with students walking to school as important, highly critical or 

extremely critical. Private transportation issues were rated as important, highly critical or extremely 

critical by 73% of administrators.  This suggests that bus transportation become a focus for future 

evaluation. Complete ratings are shown below. 
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Figures 4 through 6. Importance of transportation issues for children riding the bus, walking and private transport. 

 

Specific questions were asked regarding the importance of several bus transportation issues. All 

administrators rated the on-time arrival or departures of buses as important, very important or 

extremely important. Similarly, 100% of administrators rated bus driver training as important, very 

important or extremely important.  Bus monitor availability was rated as important or higher by 
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95.45% of respondents while bus monitor training was rated as important or higher by all 

respondents. Also rated as important, highly important or extremely important by 100% of 

respondents was student behavior while on the bus, safety of students while on the bus, safety of 

students at residential bus stops, and safety of students while waiting for buses at the school. 

Specific distributions for each question are shown below. Training of bus drivers and monitors, 

then, should become a major emphasis of safety and security programs. 
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Figures 7 through 12. Ratings of importance for student transportation safety issues. 

 

 

Bus Driver and Bus Monitor Effectiveness and Training. 

 

Bus Drivers. Administrators were asked to rate the effectiveness of bus drivers in terms of safety 

and security. As shown below, 43.48% of respondents rated the implementation of behavior and 

discipline policies as generally effective; 52.18% rated the implementation as somewhat or not 

effective. No administrator rated the implementation of behavior/discipline plans by bus drivers as 

highly or extremely effective. Only 47.83% of respondents rated bus drivers as generally effective at 

maintaining order on the bus; 47.83% rated bus drivers as somewhat effective. No respondents 

rated the bus drivers as ineffective, highly effective or extremely effective at maintaining student 

order. Maintaining student safety received slightly higher ratings. 30.44% of respondents rated the 

bus drivers as extremely or highly effective. 52.17% of respondents rated drivers as generally 

effective, and 17. 39% of respondents rated drivers as somewhat effective.  
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Figures 13 through 15. Ratings of Bus driver effectiveness in managing student behavior and student safety. 

 

Bus drivers were rated highly to generally knowledgeable of their routes by 36.36% and 40.91% of 

respondents, respectively. 18.18% of respondents rated drivers as extremely knowledgeable and only 

4.55% of respondents rated drivers as somewhat effective. Knowledge of which children rode their 

buses received somewhat lower ratings. Only 36.36% of respondents rated drivers as extremely or 

highly knowledgeable about the children riding their bus. 54.54 % rated the drivers as generally to 

somewhat knowledgeable, while 9.09% rated drivers as not knowledgeable about the children riding 

their bus. 
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Figures 16 and 17. Ratings of Bus driver knowledge of routes and children on routes. 

 

Bus Monitors.  Bus monitor effectiveness and knowledge as also rated. No respondents rated bus 

monitors as extremely or highly effective at implementing behavior/discipline plans.  Only 22.73% 

rated monitors as generally effective; 87.28% rated the implementation as somewhat or not effective. 
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Figures 18 and 19. Ratings of Bus monitor effectiveness for implementing behavior plans and maintain order. 

 

 

 

Only 27.27% of administrators rated bus monitors as generally effective at maintaining order on the 

bus; 72.73% rated bus monitors as somewhat or not effective. No administrators rated the bus 

monitors as highly effective or extremely effective at maintaining student order. Maintaining student 

safety was also rated quite low. Only 9.09% of respondents rated the bus monitors as highly 

effective. 90.91% of respondents rated bus monitors as generally or somewhat effective. No 

respondents rated bus monitors as extremely effective or not effective at maintaining student safety.  
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Figure 20. Ratings of bus monitor effectiveness at maintain safety. 

 

No respondent rated bus monitors as extremely knowledgeable of bus routes. 55% were rated as 

highly to generally knowledgeable; 45% were rated as somewhat to not knowledgeable of bus routes.  

Knowledge of which children rode their buses also received low ratings. Only 9.52% of respondents 

rated monitors as highly knowledgeable, with no respondents rating monitors as extremely 

knowledgeable about the children riding their bus. 47.62% rated the monitors as generally 
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knowledgeable, while 33.33% rated monitors as somewhat knowledgeable about the children riding 

their bus. Finally, 9.52% rated monitors as not knowledgeable about the children riding their buses. 
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Figure 21 and 22. Ratings of bus monitor knowledge of routes and children on routes. 

 

Communication with Transportation Department. 

 

The quality of communication between the transportation department and the schools was also 

examined. 65% of respondents rated the communication between the transportation department 

and the schools as good to excellent; 26% reported it as fair, and only 4% reported it as poor or 

extremely poor. Similarly, 57% of respondents rated the communication with bus drivers and 

monitors as good to excellent; 35% reported communication as fair; but 9% reported 

communication with drivers/monitors as poor.   
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Figures 23 and 24. Ratings of communication with transportation department and bus drivers/monitors. 

 

Effectiveness of Current Behavior/Discipline Plan. 
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The effectiveness of the current behavior plan in place at an administrator’s school was evaluated for 

its effectiveness on the buses, for walkers, and for those children transported in private vehicles. 

74%of respondents rated the behavior program as generally to extremely effective for bus riders; 

86% rated the behavior plan as generally to extremely effective for walkers or those privately 

transported.  However, only 30% of respondents reported that they were highly to somewhat likely 

or were currently revising their behavior plan in the next year.  These reflect a strong endorsement 

of the behavior/discipline plan itself, and suggest that it is the training and implementation of the 

plan by bus drivers and monitors that is problematic. Thus, a major concern regarding bus driver 

and bus monitor training again emerges.  
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Figures 25 and 26. Effectiveness of current behavior plan for those riding the bus and walking. 
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Figure 27. Reported likelihood of revising current behavior plan. 

 

 

Respondents Reporting Receiving and Reading the 2008 CAC Safety and Security Report 

The percent of administrators who received and or read the 2008 CAC Safety and Security 

subcommittee report was assessed. 70% reported reading or glancing at the report; 26% did not 
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know about the existence of the report. Of those who had received the report, 54% reported it 

reflected all or most of their safety and security concerns.  A relatively small number, 9%, reported 

that the report only reflected some of the concerns. 
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Figure 28 and 29. Percentage of respondents who read the 2008 CAC Safety and Security report, and percentage of those who 

believed the report reflected their concerns. 

 

Staff Training 

 

The availability of safety and security plans and the frequency of staff training was surveyed. 96% of 

respondents reported that they already had conducted staff training at least once; the remaining 4% 

had safety training planned for this academic year. That is, 100% of administrators have had or will 

conduct safety and security training in their schools. This is commendable. 
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Figure  30. Percentage of administrators reporting staff training in this academic year. 

  

Nearly all (96%) of administrators reported that all regular staff had access to the safety/security 

plans; only 4% replied that some staff did not. However, only 39% of administrators replied that 

training was in place to ensure that substitutes and traveling teachers had access to the school safety 
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plan; 52% reported that some, but not all, had access to the plan. 9% replied that traveling staff and 

substitutes did not have access to the safety plan. This reveals an area of concern. 
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Figures 31 and 32. Percentage of regular building staff and substitute/itinerant teachers with access to safety plan. 

 

Physical Plant Safety Issues and Concerns 

  

Issues and concerns regarding building/physical plant safety were also queried.   Most 

administrators, 69%, reported that all doors are locked and checked at least daily; an additional 9% 

reported that doors are locked but not regularly checked. However, 22% reported that doors are not 

regularly locked or checked.  This reveals an area of concern and highlights the need for additional 

training and surveillance. 
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Figures 33 and 34. Percentage reporting locking/checking doors and visitor monitoring. 

Visitor access was rated as more secure. 93% of respondents reported that all visitors were required 

to sign in, and this was usually or always monitored. Only 9% reported that this was required, but 

not regularly monitored. Open ended comments revealed that extra staffing or buzz-in systems 
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would greatly improve the ease and efficiency in monitoring visitor access. Regardless, this effort by 

administrators should be commended.  
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Figures 35 and 36. Ratings regarding adequacy of lighting and cameras. 

 

Lighting in and around the building was rated as good to excellent by 70% of respondents, adequate 

by 9% and poor by 22%. Similarly, 61% of respondents reported that the availability of security 

cameras was excellent to good; only 9% reported that camera coverage was adequate. 30% of 

respondents reported no cameras at their school. This reveals an additional area of concern, and 

suggests that the district examine the adequacy and placement of lighting and surveillance cameras 

on a school by school basis. 

 

Communication with Law Enforcement and Fire/Safety Personnel 

 

Finally, law enforcement and fire/safety personnel contact was examined.  Most administrators 

reported an assigned or regular contact from a safety officer (61% reported an assigned officer; 17% 

reported regular contact). However, 22% had only occasional or infrequent visits by law 

enforcement,  with most of these respondents being at the elementary level. While the district 

should be commended for the communication and interaction with law enforcement in the older 

grades, these interactions should be extended to all elementary level schools as well. 
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Figures 37 and 38. Percent reporting communication with law enforcement and fire/safety personnel. 

 

 Interaction with fire/safety personnel was not as frequent. Only 43% of respondents, slightly less 

than half, reported regular contact or contact with an assigned fire/safety official. However, 39% of 

respondents did report adequate and occasional contact with fire/safety officials. This suggests a 

minor area of concern. Efforts should be made to have a designated contact with a known 

fire/safety official at each school, with regular visits from this official. Doing so will ensure the 

safety of all staff and students within each building. 

 

Concerns by Administrators 

 

Included in Appendix C are the open ended comments from administrators. As can be seen from 

these comments, two major areas of concern emerged. First, there remains concern regarding visitor 

entry.  With administrators requesting a security/buzz in system for doors, additional cameras, door 

monitors and requiring of employee ID badges. The second area of concern was surprising: Traffic 

monitoring and parking lot monitoring, particularly during pick up/drop off. 

 

Three most important modifications/policy and procedure changes also emerged. Again, the theme 

of visitor entry monitoring emerged. Administrators requested buzz-in systems for doors, increased 

cameras and door monitors. Administrators also requested additional training, drills and monitoring 

to ensure that staff and students were informed of and implemented the visitor entry policies. The 

second major concern was regarding transportation issues, with bus driver training, and parking lot 

reconfiguration/monitoring as the most requested items.  The final major modification/concern was 

regarding communication with parents and better website updates at both the school and district 

level. 

 

What do administrators report as being Best Practices? 

 

Administrators reported the use of cameras as a best practice for those schools that had cameras. 

This supports the request for more cameras and better camera coverage. Second, staff reported 

safety planning and training as a great strength, and several noted the crisis lockdown drill with law 

enforcement as being an outstanding practice. General practices of locked doors, use of multiple 

staff to ensure safety practices, visitor sign in policy and the wearing of ID badges were identified as 

strengths. Finally, several administrators noted the importance of close work with the Normal Police 

Department, barricades in the parking lot for traffic control, the SAM position, and the use of youth 

specialists from Project OZ as important actions to improve school safety and security.  
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Conclusions 

 

Strengths - Several issues of strength were noted as a result of this survey.  

o Administrators appear to take very seriously the need for constant improvement in policies and 
practices regarding student and staff safety and security. All administrators rated the importance 

of safety and security issues as important, highly critical or extremely critical.  

 

o Administrators reported their satisfaction with and efficacy of the School Reach program. Most 
administrators reported using the system at least once, and many made use of the system 

on several occasions. This strongly supports the Unit 5 School Board’s decision to 

purchase this system.  

 

o Administrators gave the behavior/discipline programs in place for all students generally high 
marks, again supporting recent district changes such as the implementation of the PBIS 

and related programs.   

 

o Most administrators had at least glanced at a copy of the 2008 CAC Safety and security 
report, suggesting that information was being shared between district administration and individual 

building administrators. However, given that several principals had not seen the report 

suggests that this communication could still be improved. 

 

o A final strength remains the contact with law enforcement.  Regular contact or the inclusion of 
a safety officer was noted by 78% of respondents, with an additional 13% reporting at 

least an adequate number of visits. 

 

Areas for improvement - As with any survey, several areas of weakness and improvement were 

identified. 

o The bus transportation system.  Bus transportation issues were considered extremely, very or 
important to all administrators. In contrast, the effectiveness of bus drivers and monitors 

in implementing behavior/discipline programs and maintaining student safety were given 

fair to low ratings. At the same time, administrators rated the training of these drivers and 

monitors relatively low, as well, indicating the probably source of the low bus 

driver/monitor ratings. Thus, one strong recommendation is increased bus 

driver/monitor training, particularly regarding the implementation of the 

behavior/discipline program and maintaining student safety. 

 

o Training of travelling and substitute staff. While staff training for regular building staff 

emerged as a strength, the data suggest that itinerant/travelling teachers and substitutes 

are not afforded the same training and access to safety and security plans. This should be 

an action item for immediate remediation, as it is critical that all building staff be 

knowledgeable regarding building safety and security. 
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o Regular contact with fire/safety officials was not as strong as the contact with law enforcement. 

While not a major area of concern, only 43% of administrators reported having an 

assigned or regular fire/safety official for their school. However, 39% reported adequate 

occasional visits. This may be one area for further review.  

 

o A final area of concern remains issues surrounding the physical plant. These are the most 
difficult, and most costly to address. Building administrators generally reported 

appropriate lighting, but 22% of administrators reported that their building had 

inappropriate or poor lighting. Similarly, those with access to surveillance cameras 

reported a strong satisfaction; those without camera access strongly requested some or 

more cameras. Traffic issues during drop off and pick up, and parking lot congestion 

also are problematic. Finally, visitor access remains a concern. Again, while most 

administrators reported strong efforts to lock doors and monitor visitors, requests were 

made for buzz-in systems and additional personnel to help monitor the cameras, door 

security systems and hallways. These needs should be addressed by the school board as 

future building. 
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APPENDIX B 

The Survey Instrument 
Citizens Advisory Council, Safety and Security Subcommittee 

Follow Up Survey 

January, 2009 

 

The Safety and Security subcommittee of the CAC conducted a survey of building principals and staff last year. We 

asked a variety of questions concerning safety and security training, procedures, and policies, as well as the availability of 

security and safety equipment within each of the Unit 5 schools.  

 

This year we are asking the building principals to complete a brief follow-up survey. This survey should take no longer 

than 20 minutes to complete. Note that the information from your individual survey will be kept confidential. The 

information obtained from the surveys will be grouped by school level (high school, junior high, elementary), and by 

location (rural, in town, etc.).  

 

The summarized information will be presented to the CAC and the Unit 5 School Board this spring. Each principal will 

be provided a copy of the results, as well. If you have questions or concerns regarding this survey, please contact Dr. Val 

Farmer-Dougan at 438-4554 or vfdouga@ilstu.edu  

 

Thank you for your participation. The results of this survey will be used to improve the safety for the staff and students 

of Unit 5.  

 

  Please answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   1.  What is your current position at your school? 

• Principal  

• Assistant or associate principal  

• Administrative associate  

• Other, please specify 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   2.  How long have you been at your present school? 

• 1 year or less  

• 2 to 5 years  

• 5 to 10 years  

• 10 to 15 years  

• 15 or more years  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    3.  How long have you been in your present position at this school? 

• 1 year or less  

• 2 to 5 years  

• 5 to 10 years  

• 10 to 15 years  

• 15 or more years  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

  4.  How long have you been a principal, assistant/associative principal or administrative assistant in Unit 5? 
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• 1 year or less  

• 2 to 5 years  

• 5 to 10 years  

• 10 to 15 years  

• 15 or more years  

• not applicable  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    5.  How long have you been employed by Unit 5? 

• 1 year or less  

• 2 to 5 years  

• 5 to 10 years  

• 10 to 15 years  

• 15 or more years  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   6.  What is the grade level of your school? 

• Elementary and early childhood  

• Elementary  

• Junior High  

• High School  

• Other, please specify 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   7.  Where is your school located? 

• within the city limits of Normal  

• within the city limits of Bloomington  

• outside the city limits of Bloomington/Normal  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        The School Reach System 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   8.  The school reach system was implemented during the last year. How would you rate the effectiveness of this 

system? 

• Highly effective. It has greatly improved communication.  

• Effective. It has generally improved communication.  

• Somewhat effective. It has slightly improved communication.  

• Not effective. It has not changed communication for better or worse.  

• Not effective. It has decreased the effectiveness of communication.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    9.  How would you rate the ease of use of the School Reach system? 

• Very easy. It is user friendly.  

• Fairly easy. Once you learn the system it is easy to use.  

• Somewhat easy to use. It is cumbersome at times, but I still use it.  

• Not easy to use. It is cumbersome and time consuming.  

• I don't use it. It is too difficult to use.  

Comments: 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   10.  How many times have you used the School Reach system (outside of Unit 5 wide use) during the last year? 
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• None  

• 1-2  

• 3-5  

• 5-10  

• 10 or more  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   11.  Do you have specific comments regarding the School Reach system for our committee? 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    Transportation 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    12.  How important are bus transportation issues to you as a principal? 

• Extremely critical. It is an everyday concern  

• Highly critical. It is at least a weekly concern.  

• Important, but not critical.  

• Somewhat important.  

• Not important.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   13.  How important are issues surrounding students who walk to/from school to you as a principal? 

• Extremely critical. It is an everyday concern  

• Highly critical. It is at least a weekly concern.  

• Important, but not critical.  

• Somewhat important.  

• Not important.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   14.  How important are private transportation/traffic issues to you as a principal? 

• Extremely critical. It is an everyday concern  

• Highly critical. It is at least a weekly concern.  

• Important, but not critical.  

• Somewhat important.  

• Not important.  

• Comments: 

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    15.  Please rate the importance of the following issues/concerns for you as a principal. 

 Extremely important   Very important   Important   Somewhat important   Not important  

• Buses arriving/leaving on time.                 

• Bus driver training.                 

• Bus monitor availability.                 

• Bus monitor training.                 

• Student behavior on the bus.                 

• Safety of students while on the bus.                 

• Safety of students at residential bus stops.                 

• Safety of students waiting for buses at my school.                 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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   16.  Please rate the effectiveness of bus drivers on the following issues. 

  

      Extremely effective.   Highly effective.   Generally effective   Somewhat effective   Not effective  

• Implementing behavior/discipline policies and procedures.                 

• Maintaining order on the bus.                 

• Maintaining student safety.                 

• Knowledge of routes                 

• Knowledge of which children ride their bus.                  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       17.  Please rate the effectiveness of bus monitors on the following issues. 

    Extremely effective.   Highly effective.   Generally effective   Somewhat effective   Not effective  

• Implementing behavior/discipline policies and procedures.                 

• Maintaining order on the bus.                 

• Maintaining student safety.                 

• Knowledge of routes                 

• Knowledge of which children ride their bus.                  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       18.  How would you rate the effectiveness of your current behavior/discipline plan for students who ride the buses? 

• Extremely effective  

• Highly effective  

• Generally effective  

• Somewhat effective  

• Not effective  

• Comments 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    19.  How would you rate the effectiveness of your current behavior/discipline plan for students who walk or are 

transported by parents to/from school? 

• Extremely effective  

• Highly effective  

• Generally effective  

• Somewhat effective  

• Not effective  

• Comments 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    20.  How likely are you to revise your current behavior/discipline plan for transportation issues? 

• We are currently revising our plan  

• Highly likely  

• Somewhat likely  

• Unlikely  

• We recently revised our plan  

• Comments 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    21.  How would you rate the communication between the transportation department and your school? 

• Excellent  

• Good  

• Fair  
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• Poor  

• Extremely poor  

• Comments 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       22.  How would you rate the communication between the bus drivers/bus monitors and your school? 

• Excellent  

• Good  

• Fair  

• Poor  

• Extremely poor  

• Comments 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

         Safety policies and procedures. 

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       23.  Have you had the opportunity to read the CAC Safety and Security Subcommittee report from 2007-2008? 

• Yes, I read it completely.  

• Yes, I glanced at it.  

• I received it, but have not read it.  

• I do not remember receiving this report.  

• I did not know there WAS such a report.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       24.  If you read the CAC Safety and Security report, did it reflect your concerns regarding safety and security issues 

at your school? 

• It reflected my concerns exactly.  

• It reflected most of my concerns.  

• It reflected some of my concerns.  

• It did not reflect my concerns.  

• I did not read or receive the report.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       25.  If the report did not reflect all of your concerns, would you please list the concerns which were not addressed? 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

         Safety and Security Training 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       26.  Have you and your staff conducted a workshop or faculty meeting which addressed safety and security issues 

during this academic year? 

• Yes, at least once.  

• Yes, more than once.  

• Not yet, but it is planned for this academic year.  

• Not yet, we are in the planning stages.  

• No.  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   27.  To your knowledge, do all staff have a current copy of your school's safety plan? 

• Yes  

• Some staff, but not all  
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• No  

• Not sure  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   28.  To your knowledge, do you have a procedure in place to train/inform substitutes and traveling teachers about 

your school's safety plan? 

• Yes  

• Some staff have access, but not all  

• No  

• Not sure  

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     Building Issues and Concerns 

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    29.  To your knowledge, are your building doors kept locked during the school day? 

• Yes, and each door is checked at least once daily.  

• Yes, and most doors are checked daily.  

• Yes, although doors are not checked regularly.  

• Most doors are locked.  

• Most doors are not locked.  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    30.  Are visitors required to sign into your building, and is this monitored? 

• All visitors sign in and this is monitored daily.  

• All visitors sign in, and this is usually monitored.  

• All visitors are requested to sign in, but this is not regularly monitored.  

• Visitors are not requested to sign in.  

• Not sure.  

• Comments: 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   31.  How would you rate the level of lighting for entries, parking lots and playgrounds/athletic fields for your school? 

• Excellent. Lighting is appropriate in all locations.  

• Good. Lighting is appropriate at least in entries and parking lots.  

• Adequate lighting can be found at entries, but not parking lots or playgrounds/athletic fields.  

• Poor. Lighting is inadequate at the entries as well as parking lots and grounds.  

• Very poor. Lighting is highly inadequate in all areas.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    32.  How would you rate the use of cameras or other security devices at your school? 

• Excellent. Cameras are provided for all important areas.  

• Good. Cameras are provided for almost all important areas.  

• Adequate. Cameras are in place at critical areas, but more are needed.  

• Poor. Camera placement is sparse and inadequate.  

• What cameras? We have no cameras, but need them.  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        Interagency communications. 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    33.  Do you have regular communication with the law enforcement agency that serves your school? 

• A safety officer is assigned to or stationed in my building. Law enforcement has good knowledge of my 

building and students.  
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• Regular contact from the law enforcement agency, but no assigned individual. Law enforcement has good 

knowledge of my building and students.  

• Occasional visits. Law enforcement has adequate knowledge of my building and students.  

• Infrequent visits. Law enforcement has little knowledge of my building and students.  

• No contact. Law enforcement likely has no knowledge of my building or students.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    34.  Do you have regular communication with the fire department that serves your school? 

• A fire official is assigned to visit my building. The fire department has good knowledge of my building and 

students.  

• Regular contact from the fire department, but no assigned individual. The fire department has good knowledge 

of my building and students.  

• Occasional visits. The fire department has adequate knowledge of my building and students.  

• Infrequent visits. The fire department has little knowledge of my building and students.  

• No contact. The fire department likely has no knowledge of my building or students.  

• Comments: 

    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        Final Questions 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       35.  If you "ran the zoo", so to speak, what are the three most important modifications you would make to the 

building, to communication, to training, or to policy that would best improve your ability to ensure the safety of your 

staff and students?    

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       36.  What are the three best safety and security measures that have been implemented in your school, and why are 

these the best? 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       37.  What would you like this committee to know regarding safety and security at your school, or district wide, that 

has not yet been addressed by this survey? 
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APPENDIX C 

Open Ended Responses 
 

If you ran the zoo, so to speak, what are the three most important modifications you would make to 
the building, to communication, to training, or to policy that would best improve your ability to 
ensure the safety of your staff and students? 

1.  A competent transportation department    2.  A secure building entrance electronic system   3.  
Security cameras 

1. We are getting buzz in doors and cameras in our remodel.  That would be my number 1 issue for 
any building in terms of security.  2. Communication has improved drastically with websites and 
school reach.  I would continue to focus on communication between transportation, drivers and the 
school buildings. 

Security cameras, buzz in entry, better parking lot configuration for safety of students and staff during 
arrival and dismissal times 

Security Doors and Camera....Buzz in system and cameras to monitor people in the building 

Swipe card access buzzer system for entry-locate main office 

Bus Drivers, in general, need more training on dealing with student behaviors. More cameras should 
be installed.  These are wonderful tools. The doors with the swipe key system should be installed in all 
schools as soon as possible. 

1) Electronic locks on doors2) Cameras for all entrances3) ? 

We need a hall monitor (or two) to track student traffic during school. Also, a regular station to greet 
and direct visitors is common at most high schools the size of NCWHS and NCHS.  This is not best 
done by the front desk receptionist, who is very busy with phone duties and administrative assistant 
functions in the office. 

Improved lighting, door security and parking/traffic flow 

1.  Ability to lock classrooms from inside2.  Cameras in gym, cafeteria, front entrance3.  Have police 
dept. schedule drills with schools 

I would like additional security cameras to cover some areas in the building, but especially some of the 
exterior of the building. 

 

Keyless entry system in the building that would require a staff member to allow access to visitors, 
better communication with and training for our bus drivers, drills that would allow our students to 
practice our crisis plan each year. 

Hallway monitors to help and watch students. 

I would like to see a separate entrance for cars and buses.  We only have one at this time, and it is not 
very safe. More training on the cameras and video footage would be helpful. It is difficult for the buzz 
in system to be connected to the teacher intercom system.  They interfere with each other at times. 
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1.  The building would be locked at all time with a buzzer system for entrance.2.  School Reach would 
be able to contact parents for each bus route.3.  Additional cameras would be available for gyms and 
other outside areas. 

       

What are the three best safety and security measures that have been implemented in  your school, 
and why are these the best? 

  
1. Crisis lockdown drill with the Bloomington Police Department and all staff on an institute day - 
this was an EXCELLENT drill that created open communication and surfaced some flaws in our 
current crisis plan.2.  Window visual signs to indicate whether or not people inside the classroom 
need assistance.3.  Multiple teachers on bus duty in front of the school at the end of each day. 

1.  We try our best to catch every single person that comes in the building but it is not perfect 
without a buzz in system and control point access.  We also have all visitors wear a bright green 
badge on a lanyard to let others know they have checked in. 2.  We funnel kids out of the front of the 
building in a controlled manner that allows us to keep a good eye on people picking up our students. 
Obviously nothing in this type of situation is full proof though.  3.  Our kindergarten students are 
not released from the building unless it is with a parent, or a designated student/sibling that they are 
walking with. 
 

updated lock down procedures, more support and involvement from BPD, SAM (additional 
administrative support) 

Crisis Plan...Instructions and procedures...Signs in windows that let law enforcement know if room is 
safe and secure or emergency assistance is needed. Crisis Plan, Lockdown and evacuate drills with 
staff and students! 

Cameras-help monitor who is in the building and where Locked Doors-doors were not locked prior 
to my arrival Safety Plan-always a work in progress, and not where it needs to be, but much better 
than when I arrived. 

Cameras, Staff training, and a well developed safety plan.  The staff know to stop and talk to visitors, 
ask if they have signed in and assist them in going back to the office if they have not 

1)  Practice lock down drill with students present.  We avoid children being frightened by using a 
68stray dog in the building68 scenario.  We did this last spring and will do so again.  We also go to 
great lengths to let parents know exactly when the drill will be so they can talk with their child about 
it.  Last year we had zero negative follow-ups from students, teachers, or parents! 

Cameras.  Can't have enough.  Need to be regularly updated. 

Updated crisis plan, close constant contact with law enforcement and fire departments, plans for 
improved door locks, parking and traffic flow this summer. All of these provide a visual to families 
and staff that our school is a safe environment to learn and work in. 

School Resource Officer (SRO)Security Cameras 
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Review of safety procedures with staff.  Visitor sign in policy enforced.  A SAM position to monitor 
outside procedures on a daily basis.  Staff knowledge and training is important.  Visitor sign in for all 
is a good policy.  Someone who can be outside daily is extremely important to following 
entering/exit routines. 

1.  Door security system- It has been wonderful having our building completely locked. We are able 
to see and speak with anyone who comes to our door.2.  Security cameras- It is helpful to be able to 
see what is going on in all of the hallways and in the cafeteria.  We have been able to save video to 
use later as evidence/information.3.  We received barricades for our parking lot.  Our bus/car pickup 
situation is difficult with no bus lane and a very small street.  It was very dangerous for our students 
who were waiting.  The barricades help us to define where cars can and cannot be. 

Crisis plans, surveillance cameras, school resource officer 

 

 

Cameras in all areas of importance in the building, the further development of the crisis plan and 
coordination with the Normal Police Department. 

Increased the number of security cameras, stress importance of staff supervision of building and 
made use of Youth Specialist from Project OZ.  Problems happen less when students are watched.  
The cameras and out staff help with this effort. 

 

1. Security Cameras2. Locked Doors3. Staff Knowledge and Precautions 

Cameras 

1.  Keeping all doors locked but the front door - limits entrance in the building2.  Installing 32 
cameras - assists us in investigations of safety issues3.  Wearing badges - staff should be able to 
identify all visitors, and if not, ask them to check in at the main office. 

What would you like this committee to know regarding safety and security at your school, or district 
wide, that has not yet been addressed by this survey? 

 
I believe you are on top of most of the issues.  I truly believe now that getting buzz in doors and 
cameras for all of our schools should be a priority.  I never would have said that 10 years ago but I 
believe it now.  It will take a great deal of stress off of office personnel trying to do everything else 
and watch the traffic.  So many of our facilities were not designed with line of sight in mind. 

 
Great survey! 
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Focus on Security Doors and cameras. Crucial!!! 

I think we are on the right track with some of the changes on the horizon, I just wish they would get 
here sooner! 

Also, ALL Unit 5 employees should be wearing badges for identification.  Technology and 
maintenance people need to be easily identifiable when they enter the building. 

Thanks for the time you have dedicated to this project. 

The survey seems to have covered concerns. 

This survey was very complete and thorough. 

Traffic patterns at the high school are limited and increase the possibilities of accidents.  Would also 
like to see a traffic light installed to monitor traffic entering and exiting the parking lots.  If possible, 
the position of parking lot monitor should be reinstated. 

Our parking lot/bus lane is poorly designed.  We only have one area for this, which makes student 
safety a large concern.  Parents don't have very good access for picking up students.  Cars and buses 
are in the same lots, which at times poses other safety concerns. 

We need to install buzzer systems at all schools.  We need to remodel the lobbies of several schools 
so the front door can be monitored. 
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APPENDIX D 

Additional Resources 

 

 

District 87 Transportation web page discusses Safety Tips for Parents, Rules for Riding the Bus, Bus 

Discipline, School Closings, and FAQs.  http://www.district87.org/transportation.php 

 

Homeland Security and School Transportation Security Awareness video and program 

www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/tsnm/highway/stsa.shtm  Also review the “Employee Guide to Bus 

Security” brochure under Documents and Reports  

http://www.tsa.gov/assets/pdf/motorcoach_bus_6_30_05.pdf.   

 

A paper from the National Association of State Directors Pupil Transportation Services discussing 

busing security policies, audits, and responsibilities of participants.   

http://www.nasdpts.org/documents/SecuritySafetyandSecurity.pdf 

 

Top 25 Security Program Action Items School Bus Operations 
www.nasdpts.org/documents/SecurityTop25SecurityProgramActionItems.pdf 

 

North Carolina School Bus Safety discusses Safety and Security Training offerings including School 

Transportation Security Awareness Training, School Bus Safety Training, Gang and School Violence 

Training.   www.ncbussafety.org/training.html.   

 

School Transportation News and Bus Security  www.stnonline.com/stn/security/index.htm.  See 

the home page for this site at www.stnonline.com/stn.  

 

Tales from the School Bus – Behavioral Issues and Parents.  

http://talesofaschoolbusdriver.blogspot.com/2008/06/behavior-issues-and-parents.html 

 

RFID – Keeping Track of Student Bus Riders.  www.rfidnews.org/2008/03/19/rfid-technology-

keeps-track-of-school-bus-riders.  

 

Bus Safety Minnetonka Public Schools.  This article discusses bus safety training and certification for 

students.  http://www.minnetonka.k12.mn.us/services/Transportation/Pages/BusSafety.aspx 

 

School Bus Safety Rules National Safety Council.  http://www2.nsc.org/library/facts/schlbus.htm 

 

 

 

 


